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A B S T R A C T   

Reduction of endogenous hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is considered to have an important impact on the progress of 
Parkinson’s disease (PD), thus exogenous H2S supplementation is expected to become one of the key means to 
treat PD. However, at present, it is difficult for H2S donors to effectively penetrate the blood brain barrier (BBB), 
selectively release H2S in brain, and effectively target the mitochondria of neuron cells. Herein, we report a kind 
of nanomotor-based H2S donor, which is obtained by free radical polymerization reaction between L-cysteine 
derivative modified-polyethylene glycol (PEG-Cys) and 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC). This 
kind of H2S donor can not only effectively break through BBB, but also be specifically catalyzed by cystathionine 
β-synthase (CBS) in neurons of PD site in brain and 3-mercaptopyruvate sulfurtransferase (3-MST) in mito-
chondria to produce H2S, endowing it with chemotaxis/motion ability. Moreover, the unique chemotaxis effect 
of nanomotor can realize the purpose of precisely targeting brain and the mitochondria of damaged neuron 
cytopathic diseases. This kind of nanomotor-based H2S donor is expected to enrich the current types of H2S 
donors and provide new ideas for the treatment of PD.   

1. Introduction 

As an important signal molecule in vivo, endogenous hydrogen sul-
fide (H2S) plays an important role in the progression of Parkinson’s 
disease (PD). The reduction of endogenous H2S level may lead to the 
reduction of sulfhydration modification and enzyme activity of Parkin 
protein, which involved in ubiquitination of proteins and is important 
for the survival of dopamine neurons, thus losing the ability to recognize 
toxic proteins and mediating the formation of α-synuclein (α-syn) ag-
gregates. The formed α-syn aggregates will further aggregate in mito-
chondria, resulting in excessive reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 
neuroinflammation, thus damaging neurons [1–3]. Therefore, it is 
necessary to selectively supplement H2S gas to damaged cells and their 
mitochondria for the treatment of PD. 

Exogenous H2S supplement can not only activate the proteasome 
pathway to degrade α-syn aggregates [3,4], but also mediate autophagy 
of damaged mitochondria in neurons, significantly reduce ROS level, 
eliminate neuroinflammation, and facilitate the repair of neurons [5–7]. 
With this regards, researchers have developed a variety of exogenous 
H2S donors and tried to apply them to the treatment of neurodegener-
ative diseases [8–10]. As shown in Table S1, the earlier reported H2S 
donors are mainly NaSH/Na2S and GYY4137 that can release H2S in 
aqueous solution, which are also the most commonly used H2S donors in 
the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases [11]. However, such kinds 
of H2S donors release H2S in a short time (seconds to minutes), and 
cannot selectively release H2S in brain, let alone effectively target 
mitochondria after reaching cells in brain [12]. Therefore, in order to 
reduce the consumption of donors in the process of blood circulation, 
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many researchers chose to intracerebral injection during treatment 
process, which is invasive and difficult to be popularized to clinical 
applications [13,14]. In addition, researchers have also developed H2S 
donors activated by free mercaptan, enzyme, ROS, pH, light and other 
methods [15], which may control the release of H2S to a certain extent, 
but still cannot selectively release of exogenous H2S in specific parts of 
the brain. Thus, most of the researches concerning these kinds of H2S 
donors are at the in vitro level, and are rarely used for the treatment of 
brain diseases [16–18]. Although exogenous H2S supplementation is 
expected to treat PD from multiple perspectives by interfering with the 
neuron cell protease system, it is still a great challenge to design H2S 
donors that can be administered intravenously, effectively pass through 
the blood brain barrier (BBB), selectively release of exogenous H2S in the 
brain section, and effectively target the mitochondria of neuron cells due 
to the shortage of H2S donors. 

Based on this, we designed a kind of nanomotor-based H2S donor, 
which was mainly obtained by free radical polymerization reaction 
between polyethylene glycol (PEG) modified with L-cysteine derivative 
(PEG-Cys) and 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) 
(denoted as PCM). Among them, the presence of PEG could prolong the 
blood circulation time of the nanomotor-based H2S donor [19]. Further, 
thanks to the particularity of MPC, which was similar to acetylcholine 
and choline in structure, it could make use of the interaction between 
acetylcholine or choline and nAChRs (nicotinic acetylcholine receptors) 
or ChTs (choline transporters) on the surface of cerebral vascular 
endothelial cells to achieve of the goal of penetrating BBB for H2S donor 
(Fig. 1a) [20–22]. After entering the neuron cells, the specific affinity 
between 3-mercaptopyruvate sulfurtransferase (3-MST, specifically 
expressed in mitochondria) and L-cysteine could be used for further 
targeting of the nanomotor-based H2S donor, this is because 3-MST has 
higher catalytic capacity ability to produce H2S than CBS [23]. 

Therefore, the nanomotor-based H2S donor could achieve effective tar-
geting of mitochondria, more accurately deliver H2S to the diseased 
mitochondria of damaged neuron cells, to better play a therapeutic role 
(Fig. 1b). In particular, the content of CBS in serum and vascular 
endothelial cells was far lower than that in neuron cells, thus achieved a 
certain degree of selective release of H2S in the brain and reduced un-
necessary release of H2S during blood circulation [24]. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1. Characterizations of the nanomotor-based H2S donor 

First, L-cysteine and methacryloyl chloride were condensed to obtain 
2-methacryloyl amino cysteine (M-Cys), its structure was confirmed by 
1H NMR spectrum (Fig. S1a), 13C NMR spectrum (Fig. S2) and Fourier 
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Fig. S1b). Specifically, C––O 
stringing vibration (amide-I band) was observed at 1736 cm− 1, –SH 
stringing and N–H (secondary amine group) stringing vibration were 
observed at 2550 cm− 1 and 3421 cm− 1 [25,26]. In order to prolong the 
blood circulation time of the final product, M-Cys was connected to 
PEG-NH2 to obtain PEG-Cys monomer. PEG-Cys and MPC were 
cross-linked by free radical polymerization under the action of 
cross-linking agent N, N′-bis (acryloyl) cystamine (BAC) to form poly 
(PEG-Cys-MPC) (PCM), namely nanomotor-based H2S donor. The 
structure of PEG-Cys and nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM were char-
acterized by FTIR spectroscopy (Fig. S3). Specifically, C–O–C stretching 
vibration and C––O stretching vibration (amide-I band) in PEG-Cys 
structure were observed at 1112 cm− 1 and 1720 cm− 1, The main ab-
sorption peaks of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM included the –SH 
characteristic absorption peak (2651 cm− 1) of L-Cysteine, C–O–C 
stretching vibration (1225 cm− 1) of PEG, the typical amido-I band 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the synthetic process of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM and the treatment strategy for PD.  
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(1650 cm− 1) of BAC and the bending vibration of -POCH2- bond at 1085 
cm− 1 in MPC structure [27–29]. TEM image showed that 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM was a spherical particle with a 
diameter of about 100 nm (Fig. 2a). For comparison, we also synthesized 
poly (PEG-Thr-MPC) (PTM) nanoparticles that didn’t have the ability to 
produce H2S and motion. Instead of L-Cysteine, we used L-Threonine that 
had a similar structure with L-Cysteine but didn’t have –SH group. The 
structures of N-Methacryloyl-L-Threonine (M-Thr) and PEG-Thr could be 
confirmed by 1H NMR spectrum (Fig. S4a) and FTIR spectroscopy 
(Fig. S4b), in which 1640 cm− 1 and 1112 cm− 1 corresponded to C––O 
stretching vibration (amide-I band) and C–O–C stretching vibration in 
the PEG-Thr structure [28,29]. The size (about 100 nm) and surface 
charge (about − 9.36 mV) of non-nanomotor PTM were similar to those 
of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM (Fig. 2b and c). Subsequently, the 
ability of the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM to release H2S in the cell 
environment was tested. In the BV2 cell and stimulated SH-SY5Y cell 
environment, H2S could be released for 24 h, and the release amount 
could reach 6.16 μM and 7.65 μM (Figs. S6 and 2d), which was much 
higher than that of H2S donors triggered by free mercaptan and enzyme 
(usually less than 4 h) [30–33]. In particular, the selective release of H2S 
from different cells by nanomotor based H2S donor PCM was examined. 
As shown in Fig. 2e, the amount of H2S released by nanomotor-based 
H2S donor in neuron cells was much higher than that in HUVECs, 
bEnd.3 cells, respectively. These results may be owing to the fact that 

CBS and 3-MST were the main enzymes to produce endogenous H2S in 
brain environment, and the expression of these two enzymes in brain 
endothelial cells was less [24]. 

Since the presence of zwitterions in nanomotor-based H2S donor 
PCM substrate could provide it with anti-protein adhesion property [34, 
35], we used particle size analysis and CLSM to detect this property. As 
shown in Fig. 2f, nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM (hydrated particle 
size was about 200 nm) and BSA (about 6.5 nm and 1.4 μm) were 
co-incubated, the particle size distribution results showed three inde-
pendent peaks, indicating that the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM 
didn’t adsorb proteins and maintained its original size. The CLSM image 
in Fig. 2g additionally showed this result. The red fluorescence repre-
senting the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM, the green fluorescence 
representing BSA were independent of each other, and there was no 
obvious overlap, which confirmed that the nanomotor-based H2S donor 
PCM had good anti-albumin adhesion performance, which may enable 
PCM to have anti-protein adhesion ability in the process of blood 
circulation. 

Furthermore, the movement behavior of nanomotor-based H2S 
donor PCM in different cells was explored. We evaluated the movement 
of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM in PBS, bEnd.3 cells and neuron 
cells (SH-SY5Y cells) environment, as well as the movement ability of 
non-nanomotor PTM in SH-SY5Y cell environment. The results showed 
that nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM had typical Brownian motion 

Fig. 2. Characterizations of different samples. TEM images of a) nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM, b) non-nanomotor PTM; c) Zeta and DLS results of different 
samples; d) Accumulative H2S release curve of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM incubated in stimulated SH-SY5Y cells environment for different times; e) The net 
production of H2S with the addition of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM in different kinds of cells for 24 h (Δc(H2S) (μM) = c(cells co-incubated with PCM) – c(blank cells)), I: 
HUVECs; II: bEnd.3; III: SH-SY5Y); f) DLS results of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM (1 mg mL− 1) and BSA (500 mg mL− 1) incubated at 37 ◦C for 4 h and g) CLSM 
image of the mixture of Cy5-maleimide labeled nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM (1 mg mL− 1, red) and FITC labeled BSA (500 mg mL− 1, green) incubated at 37 ◦C 
for 4 h (the solution was diluted for 1000 times to capture image); Motion trace diagram (top, n = 14) of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM in h) PBS, i) bEnd.3 cells 
and velocity distribution diagram (bottom, n = 30) under this condition; Motion trace diagram (top, n = 14) of j) non-nanomotor PTM, and k) nanomotor-based H2S 
donor PCM in stimulated SH-SY5Y cells environment and velocity distribution diagram (bottom, n = 30) under this condition. 
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behavior in the PBS and bEnd.3 cells environment (Fig. 2h and i, Video 
S1, Video S2), and non-nanomotor PTM without movement ability also 
showed similar Brownian motion behavior in SH-SY5Y cells (Fig. 2j, 
Video S3). In contrast, nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM showed 
obvious motion tracks in SH-SY5Y cells (Fig. 2k, Video S4). We also 
selected 30 particles to calculate their speed distribution. It could be 
seen from the speed distribution in Fig. 2j and k that non-nanomotor 
PTM velocity distribution was concentrated in 1.5 μm s− 1, while 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM velocity distribution was concen-
trated in 3.5 μm s− 1. 

2.2. Cellular uptake of nanomotor-based H2S donor and its ability to 
penetrate the BBB in vitro 

After determining the selective release of H2S and movement ability 
of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM in neurons, we continued to eval-
uate its ability to pass through the BBB in vitro. Firstly, we studied that 
the movement ability of the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM can 
promote the uptake behavior of cells. As shown in Fig. 3a and S8, the 
uptake of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM and non-nanomotor PTM by 
brain endothelial cells (bEnd.3 cells) didn’t show a significant differ-
ence. The possible reason may be that the bEnd.3 cells didn’t highly 
express CBS, and nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM couldn’t show 
typical motion behavior, therefore, the uptake of cells was similar to that 
of non-nanomotors PTM (Fig. 3b). For neurons with high expression of 
CBS (SH-SY5Y cells), the intracellular fluorescence intensity after co- 
incubation with nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM was 7.6 times 
higher than that of co-incubation with non-nanomotor PTM (Fig. 3c, d, 
S9), indicating that the movement effect of nanomotor could make it 
more easily enter neurons selectively. Subsequently, we continued to 
evaluate the ability of different samples to penetrate the BBB model in 
vitro. bEnd.3 cells were inoculated on the upper layer of the Transwell 
chamber and incubated for 10 days to form an in vitro model simulating 
BBB. Then, the stimulated SH-SY5Y cells were inoculated on the lower 
layer (Fig. 3e) [36–38]. After adding different samples labeled with 
Cy5-maleimide to the upper layer for 24 h, CLSM was used to observe 
the red fluorescence signal of Cy5-maleimide in the stimulated SH-SY5Y 
cells on the lower layer. As shown in Fig. 3f–g, both nanomotor-based 
H2S donor PCM and non-nanomotor PTM could penetrate bEnd.3 cells 
to reach SH-SY5Y cells in the lower chamber, but the former showed 
more obvious red fluorescence intensity, indicating that 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM was more easily absorbed by SH-SY5Y 
cells after penetration. 

Further, different endocytosis inhibitors were used to treat SH-SY5Y 
cells to explore the main pathways through which this type of H2S donor 
enters the neuron cells. After the cells were co-incubated with 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM, we inferred the main pathway for this 
type of H2S donor to enter the cells by detecting the changes in the 
uptake efficiency of the cells to nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM. The 
involved endocytosis inhibitors include chlorpromazine (clathrin 
endocytosis inhibitor, Chlor.), nystatin (caveolin endocytosis inhibitor), 
cytochrome D (macropinocytosis inhibitor, Cyto. D), mecamylamine 
(acetylcholine receptor antagonist) and 4 ◦C low temperature (energy 
inhibition) [39,40]. As shown in Fig. 3h, i and S10, chlorpromazine, 
mecamylamine and 4 ◦C low temperature treatment significantly 
inhibited the uptake of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM by SH-SY5Y 
cells, while the uptake of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM by adding 
nystatin and cyto. D changed little. This result suggested that the main 
pathway for the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM to enter SH-SY5Y 
cells depended on the endocytosis mediated by clathrin protein and 
acetylcholine receptor. Low temperature treatment at 4 ◦C reduced the 
uptake of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM by SH-SY5Y cells, which 
might be due to the reduction of cell metabolism and membrane fluidity 
under low temperature conditions, leading to the inhibition of 
energy-dependent endocytosis [41]. 

2.3. Mitochondrial targeting behavior of nanomotor-based H2S donor in 
cellular models 

Mitochondrial dysfunction is an essential cause of PD. It is very 
important for therapeutics to escape from lysosome phagocytosis and 
target mitochondria after entering cells. Therefore, the location of 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM after entering the SH-SY5Y cells was 
characterized. As shown in Fig. 4a and S11, after the non-nanomotor 
PTM entered the SH-SY5Y cells, the red fluorescence representing the 
non-nanomotor PTM was highly coincident with the green fluorescence 
representing the lysosome, while there were only a few red signals at the 
Golgi and mitochondria positions, which indicated that the non- 
nanomotor PTM without movement ability would stay in the lysosome 
to a large extent after entering the cell. In contrast, after nanomotor- 
based H2S donor PCM with movement ability entered the SH-SY5Y 
cells, only a small amount of red fluorescence was coincident with the 
green fluorescence of lysosome, some would stay in Golgi, and more red 
fluorescence signals were coincident with the green mitochondrial 
fluorescence. This result showed that the movement ability of nano-
motors could promote them to escape lysosome phagocytosis and 
effectively gather in mitochondria. The co-localization of nanomotor- 
based H2S donor PCM and Golgi was conducive to their transfer be-
tween cells. 

Furthermore, we used the “Y” channel to characterize the chemo-
tactic targeting ability of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM to mito-
chondria [42,43]. As shown in Fig. 4b, the three chambers of channel 
“Y” were set as follows: chamber I is nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM 
or non-nanomotor PTM, chamber II is the lysate extracted from mito-
chondria, and chamber III is the lysate of all substances except mito-
chondria. When non-nanomotor PTM without movement ability and 
mitochondrial targeting ability was placed in chamber I, chamber II and 
chamber III showed similar weak fluorescence intensity (Fig. 4c and d). 
When the chamber I was placed with nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM 
with mitochondrial targeting capability, it could target chamber II 
(mitochondrial lysate) extremely clearly within 60 min (Fig. 4c and e), 
suggesting that nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM had strong targeting 
capability. 

2.4. Promotion effect on neuronal cell growth and differentiation by 
nanomotor-based H2S donor in cellular models 

We confirmed that nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM with move-
ment ability could be better captured by neuron cells, so we continued to 
explore whether the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM can promote the 
repair of damaged neuron cells. In order to better demonstrate the 
ability of movement behavior to promote the role of H2S, we selected the 
small molecule H2S donor GYY4137 commonly used in vivo as a com-
parison [44]. At the same time, GYY4137 was loaded on the 
non-nanomotor PTM as a control sample of H2S donor without move-
ment ability (under the same conditions, the amount of H2S released was 
equivalent, so it was named non-nanomotor based H2S donor 
(PTM@G)). First, the ability of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM to 
eliminate ROS after entering the cells was evaluated. As shown in Fig. 5a 
and S12, the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM with movement ability 
could effectively reduce the production of ROS in stimulated SH-SY5Y 
cells. Compared with other groups, the green fluorescence that repre-
sented intensity of ROS was significantly reduced in the 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM treatment group, and its treatment 
effect was much better than that of small molecule H2S donor GYY4137 
(Fig. 5b). Next, the effects of different concentrations of 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM on cell viability of bEnd.3 cells and 
SH-SY5Y cells were studied. As shown in Fig. 5c, when the concentration 
of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM reached 0.8 mg mL− 1, the bEnd.3 
cell viability was not significantly affected, which proved that 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM had good cell compatibility. It is 
worth noting that with the concentration of nanomotor-based H2S donor 
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PCM increased to 0.4 mg mL− 1 or above, the SH-SY5Y cell viability 
decreased slightly (Fig. 5d). This might be because the high concentra-
tion of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM can produce a higher con-
centration of H2S, which has a negative impact on cell survival. 
Therefore, 0.2 mg mL− 1 nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM was selected 
as the therapeutic concentration. Subsequently, we continued to explore 
the effect of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM on the cell activity of 
stimulated SH-SY5Y cells after co-incubation at this concentration for 
different times. It could be seen from Fig. 5e that compared with the cell 
activity of the simple stimulation group, the SH-SY5Y cell activity 
significantly increased (from 47.8% to 79.2%) after co-incubation with 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM for 12 h, which might be because 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM reduced ROS production of cells in the 
stimulation group. It could be seen from Fig. 5f that after co-incubation 
of different samples with stimulated SH-SY5Y cells for 24 h, the cell 
viability of the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM group was signifi-
cantly higher than that of other sample groups, which also verified that 

the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM as a new generation of H2S donor 
had better therapeutic effect in vitro. 

Next, we evaluated in detail the influence of nanomotor-based H2S 
donor PCM on the growth and differentiation of neuron cells. SH-SY5Y 
cells were differentiated into nerve cells using 12-0-tetracanoyl-phorbol- 
13-acetate (TPA) to study the growth and differentiation of nerve cells 
[45,46]. As shown in Fig. 5g, after treatment with GYY4137, 
non-nanomotor-based H2S donor PTM@G and nanomotor-based H2S 
donor PCM, the length of neurites of SH-SY5Y cells were higher than that 
of the model group. Among them, the length of neurites in the 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM group was 20.39 μm increased to 
54.24 μm and equivalent to blank cells without stimulation. At the same 
time, we also observed the cell differentiation rate, the number of new 
neurites and the length of neurites in the differentiated cells of stimu-
lated SH-SY5Y cells within 6 days. As shown in Fig. 5h–j, on the 6th day 
of treatment, the cell differentiation rate, the number of new neurites 
and the length of neurites in the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM group 

Fig. 3. Penetration behavior of BBB model in vitro. a) CLSM images (merged images) of different samples incubated with bEnd.3 cells for 24 h (the inserted images 
represent the single channel of different samples); b) Analysis of red fluorescence intensity of different samples in bEnd.3 cells (n = 3); c) CLSM images (merged 
images) of different samples incubated with stimulated SH-SY5Y cells for 24 h; d) Analysis of red fluorescence intensity of different samples in SH-SY5Y cells (n = 3), 
and the blank group represents the group without added samples (Blue: Hoechst 33342-nucleus; Green: DiO-cell membrane; Red: samples. The inserted image: single 
channel of image for samples); e) Schematic illustration of Transwell model simulating BBB in vitro; f) CLSM images of SH-SY5Y cells in the lower layer of Transwell 
model and g) red fluorescence intensity analysis of different samples (n = 3). h) CLSM images (merged images) of SH-SY5Y in the presence of different inhibitors 
(Blue: Hoechst 33342-nucleus; Green: DiO-cell membrane; Red: Nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM, the inserted images represent the single channel of different 
samples) and i) red fluorescence intensity analysis of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM (I: Nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM; II: Nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM +
Chlor.; III: Nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM + Nystatin; IV: Nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM + Cyto.D; V: Nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM + Mecamylamine; VI: 
Nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM+4 ◦C) (n = 3). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. 

Fig. 4. Characterization of organelle co-localization and mitochondria targeting ability of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM. a) CLSM images of co-localization of 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM with major organelles (lysosomal, Golgi, mitochondria) and corresponding fluorescence curves for the section marked with yellow 
line (Blue: Hoechst 33342-nucleus; Green: lysosomal/Golgi/mitochondria; Red: samples); b) Schematic illustration for “Y" channel (I: nanomotor-based H2S donor 
PCM/non-nanomotor PTM; II: Mitochondrial lysate; III: Lysates except mitochondria); c) Fluorescent images of different samples at the end of “Y" channel within 60 
min; Fluorescence intensity quantification of d) non-nanomotor PTM and e) nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM at the end of “Y" channel at different time points (n =
3). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. 
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were similar as those of the blank group. The results confirmed that 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM could participate in the repair process 
of nerve cells and promote their growth and differentiation. 

2.5. Therapeutic effect of nanomotor-based H2S donor in MPTP-induced 
PD model mice 

We confirmed in vitro that nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM had the 
ability to break through BBB, enter neurons more quickly and target 
mitochondria of neurons. We contiuned to evaluate the targeting and 
therapeutic performance of this type of H2S donor in PD model in vivo 
(Fig. 6a). First, the ability of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM to target 
the brain of PD mice was evaluated. Cy5-maleimide labeled nanomotor- 
based H2S donor PCM and non-nanomotor PTM were injected into the 
body of PD mice through tail vein. After the brain and other important 
organs were ground, the fluorescence intensity of the grinding solution 
was measured with a fluorescence spectrophotometer to calculate the 
brain delivery efficiency and biodistribution of different samples. As 
shown in Fig. 6b, within 24 h after the tail vein injection of different 
samples, the accumulation of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM in the 
brain was significantly higher than that of non-nanomotor PTM. The 
brain delivery efficiency of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM was 21.3% 
ID (the percentage of injected dose), while that of non-nanomotor PTM 
was only 13.6% ID. Within 48 h after tail vein injection, the accumu-
lation of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM in the brain could still 
maintain 18.1% ID. This might be because under the action of MPC, both 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM and non-nanomotor PTM can pass 
through the BBB. However, the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM has 
the chemotaxis ability to CBS and 3-MST highly expressed in the brain, 
and the resulting movement ability enabled it to be more absorbed by 
nerve cells and stayed in the brain to play a role. In addition, the bio-
distribution of different samples showed that all samples were mainly 

accumulated in the liver and kidney, the metabolic organs of mice 
(Fig. 6c and d). Then, we tested the pharmacokinetic curve of 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM (Fig. S13), and the results showed that 
this kind of nanomotor could be stable in the blood for at least 30 h. The 
western blotting results of Fig. S14 indicated that, compared to the 
aorta, the high expression of CBS in the midbrain enabled nanomotor- 
based H2S donor PCM to release H2S in the brain rather than in the 
blood circulation process. 

Subsequently, we evaluated the treatment effect of nanomotor-based 
H2S donor PCM on PD mice from the aspects of spontaneous movement, 
motion coordination and memory improvement, and selected the open 
field test, pole test and Morris water make test [27,47]. The treatment 
process of PD mice induced by MPTP was shown in Fig. 6a. After 10 days 
of continuous intraperitoneal injection of MPTP, different samples were 
injected by the tail vein for 7 days, and the evaluation began on the 18th 
day. We observed and recorded the movement track of mice in the open 
field to evaluate the spontaneous activity of mice. The normal group 
represent healthy mice, and the model group represent PD mice induced 
by MPTP. As shown in Fig. 6e, compared with normal mice, the pathway 
of PD mice showed the behavior of wall-to-wall behavior. The move-
ment behavior of mice treated with different types of H2S donors can be 
improved to a certain extent, which were shown the similar movement 
track to normal mice, but the movement track of mice treated with 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM was the closest to that of normal mice. 
From the average speed and total distance of this process, it can be more 
intuitively seen that different types of H2S donors have different thera-
peutic effects. The average speed (4.3 cm s− 1) and total distance (2.6 m) 
of the model group mice in the open field were significantly lower than 
those of normal group (9.8 cm s− 1, 5.9 m), which meant that the 
spontaneous motor activities of the model group mice induced by MPTP 
were significantly affected. The average speed (5.8 cm s− 1) and total 
distance (3.5 m) of mice treated with free small molecule H2S donor 

Fig. 5. Promotion effect on neuronal cell growth and differentiation by nanomotor-based H2S donor in cellular models. a) CLSM images of intracellular ROS after 24 
h co-incubation of different samples with stimulated SH-SY5Y cells (Blue: Hoechst 33342-nucleus; Green: DCFH-DA-ROS) and b) The corresponding fluorescence 
intensity of ROS in a) (n = 3); Effects of different concentrations of nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM on cell viability of c) bEnd.3 cells and d) SH-SY5Y cells; e) Cell 
viability of stimulated SH-SY5Y cells after co-incubated with nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM (0.2 mg mL− 1) for different times (n = 3); f) Cell viability of 
stimulated SH-SY5Y cells after co-incubated with different samples for 24 h; g) Neurite length of SH-SY5Y cells treated by different samples for 6 days. (n = 5); h) 
Differentiation rate, i) Neurites, and j) Neurite length of SH-SY5Y cells treated by nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM over 6 days; The blank group represented SH- 
SY5Y cells without the stimulated treatment, model and the other groups represented SH-SY5Y cells with the stimulated treatment. I: Blank; II: Model; III: GYY4137; 
IV: Non-nanomotor-based H2S donor PTM@G; V: Nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. 
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GYY4137 were improved. Non-nanomotor-based H2S donor PTM@G 
treatment effect could be further improved, with the average speed and 
total distance increased to 6.6 cm s− 1 and 4.0 m respectively. The 
average speed and total distance of mice treated with nanomotor-based 
H2S donor PCM could be increased to 8.7 cm s− 1 and 5.2 m, showed the 
best therapeutic effect (Fig. 6f and g). In the pole test (Fig. 6h), which 
represented the motion coordination ability of mice, the average time 
for the model group mice to climb to the bottom of the pole was about 
17 s, which was much longer than the time required by the normal mice 
(about 8 s), indicating that the motion coordination ability of the model 
group mice was impaired. After the treatment with three different forms 
of H2S donors, the motion coordination ability could be improved. 
Among them, the average time (about 7 s) of mice in the 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM group to climb to the bottom of the 
pole was equivalent to that of normal mice, indicating that the motion 
coordination ability of mice was significantly improved. In the Morris 
water maze test, which represents the memory function of mice, the 
memory improvement of mice was evaluated by the escape time, the 
time staying in the target quadrant and the frequency of mice crossing 
the original platform position during the platform free period. As shown 
in Fig. 6i–k, the spatial memory ability of mice after treatment with 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM was significantly improved. 
Compared with the model group, the escape time of mice in the 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM treatment group was significantly 
shortened (from 46 s to 11 s), the percentage of stay time in the target 
quadrant during the platform free period was longer (from 17% to 42%), 
and they crossed the original platform position for many times (from 1 
time to 3 times), indicating that the memory function had been signif-
icantly improved. Moreover, compared with other treatment groups, the 
movement path of mice in the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM treat-
ment group in the water maze was mainly focused on the target quad-
rant, which indicated that nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM could 
induce the recovery of spatial memory impairment in PD mice (Fig. 6l). 

In addition to using mice ethology to evaluate the H2S released by 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM could effectively play a therapeutic 
role in PD, we further tested several indicators of the mouse brain to 
reveal the key principle of the role of H2S. Firstly, as shown in Figs. S15 
and S16 after PCM entered the substantia nigra (SN), it could co-locate 
significantly with NeuN (a marker representing neurons), while less co- 
locate with GFAP (a marker representing Astrocyte), indicated that PCM 
can effectively enter neurons to play a role. Then, the ROS level in SN of 
mouse brain was characterized, as shown in Fig. 7a and S17. Compared 
with the ROS level in the SN region of normal mice, the model group 
showed a significant increase in ROS level (2.4 times, Fig. 7b). After 
treatment with free small molecule H2S donor GYY4137 and non- 
nanomotor based H2S donor PTM@G, ROS levels decreased to a 
certain extent, while nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM showed the most 
obvious decrease in ROS levels (reduced to the same level as the normal 
group). The decrease of ROS was conducive to reducing neuro-
inflammation in the SN region, while microglia activated damaged 
neurons by releasing inflammatory factors and other substances. Ionized 
calcium binding adapter molecule 1 (Iba-1) as the activation marker of 
microglia, was closely related to neuroinflammation. The up regulation 
of Iba-1 indicates the activation of microglia [48,49]. Therefore, we 
continued to evaluate the expression of Iba-1 in the SN region to reflect 
the level of inflammation. As shown in Fig. 7a and S18, compared with 

the normal mice, the Iba-1 positive cells in the SN region of the model 
mice were significantly up-regulated (increased by about 2.0 times, 
Fig. 7c). After treatment with different samples, the number of Iba-1 
positive cells in the SN region of the mice decreased, in addition, 
compared to PTM, PCM can achieve more co-localization with Iba-1 
(Figs. S15 and S16), this indicated that nanomotor-based H2S donor 
PCM can produce H2S in glial cells and play a role in reducing inflam-
mation, some studies indicated that H2S could eliminate inflammation 
by inducing Nrf2-Keap1 pathway to increase the transcription of 
anti-inflammatory genes [5] and induce microglia to return to the 
resting state. It was worth noting that compared with other sample 
groups, nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM could more effectively elim-
inate neuroinflammation (reduced to the same level as the normal 
group), which might be due to the movement effect of nanomotor that 
can promote PCM to enter cells better, and then to reach the mito-
chondria, to play a better role. In addition to Iba-1, anti-inflammatory 
factors in the midbrain (where the SN was located) such as Transforming 
growth factor-β (TGF-β) and Interleukin-10 (IL-10) were also selected as 
indicators to evaluate the level of inflammation. As shown in Fig. 7d–e, 
the content of TGF-β and IL-10 in nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM 
treatment group were significantly higher than that in the model group, 
western blotting analysis showed that the IL-10 levels in 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM treatment group were much lower 
than that in model group (Fig. S22), verifying that nanomotor-based H2S 
donor PCM could effectively promote the transcription of 
anti-inflammatory factors. In addition to effectively eliminating ROS 
and neuroinflammation, it has also been reported that H2S could modify 
the Parkin protein by sulfhydration in neuron cells to increase its E3 
ubiquitin ligase activity and promote the degradation of toxic proteins 
by proteasome [1,3,4]. Therefore, we verified the degradation of α-syn 
aggregates by nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM. As shown in Fig. 7a 
and S19, the green fluorescence signal of α-syn aggregates in the model 
group was the strongest. After treatment with different forms of H2S 
donors, the red fluorescence signal of α-syn aggregates decreased to a 
certain extent, while the nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM group 
showed the least α-syn aggregates. Western blotting analysis also 
showed that the expression level of α-syn in the midbrain of mice treated 
with nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM was comparable to that of the 
normal group (Fig. S22). 

The above results showed that compared with free small molecule 
H2S donors and passively loaded H2S donors, nanomotor-based H2S 
donor PCM had more significant functions of reducing ROS, neuro-
inflammation and degrading α-syn aggregates, which could ultimately 
promote the repair of neurons. Therefore, we also evaluated the repair of 
neurons, and selected tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and neuron specific 
protein growth associated protein-43 (GAP-43) as indicators to repre-
sent dopamine neurons [50]. As shown in Fig. 7g, h and S19, the green 
fluorescence signal of TH representing dopamine neurons in the 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM treatment group was significantly 
enhanced. Western blotting analysis also demonstrated a significant 
increase in TH expression in the midbrain of nanomotor-based H2S 
donor PCM treated mice (Fig. S22), indicating that they had a positive 
effect on neuronal repair. At the same time, the content of GAP-43 in the 
SN region of the model group mice was far lower than that of the normal 
mice, while the level of GAP-43 in the SN region of the nanomotor-based 
H2S donor PCM treated mice could be increased, indicating that 

Fig. 6. In vivo targeting efficiency of different samples and behavioral improvement of MPTP-induced PD model mice. a) Schematic illustration of the in vivo tar-
geting ability and therapeutic effect evaluation. Circular: the open field; Square: the pole test; Upward triangle: Morris water maze training; Inverted triangle: Morris 
water maze test; b) Brain delivery efficiency of different samples labeled with Cy5 maleimide after tail vein injection for different time (n = 3); Biodistribution of c) 
non-nanomotor PTM and d) nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM labeled with Cy5 maleimide after tail vein injection for 24 h (n = 3); e) Representative open-field 
traveled trace, f) Average speed, and g) total distance traveled of mice by different treatment in open field instrument (n = 3); h) The climbing time it took the 
mice to climb to the top in pole test (n = 3); i) Escape latency (n = 3); j) Swimming time spent in the targeted quadrant, k) Crossed over the platform of mice by 
different treatment (n = 3) and l) Representative swimming path tracing of mice by different treatments (the blue circle: the platform site; the yellow line: the 
targeted quadrant; the black line: the trace tracking). I: Normal; II: Model; III: GYY4127; IV: Non-nanomotor PTM@G; V: Nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM. All 
statistical data were presented as mean ± standard deviation. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. 
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Fig. 7. Therapeutic effect in vivo. a) Immunofluorescence staining for ROS (red), Iba-1 (red) and α-syn aggregates (green) in the SN of mice treated by different 
samples; b,c) Fluorescence quantification of ROS, Iba-1 in the SN of mice treated by different samples (n = 3); Relative quantification of TGF-β (d), IL-10 (e) in the 
midbrain of mice treated by different samples (n = 3). f) Fluorescence quantification of α-syn aggregates in the SN of mice treated by different samples (n = 3); g) 
Fluorescence quantification of TH in the SN of mice treated by different samples (n = 3) and h) Immunofluorescence staining for TH (red) and GAP-43 (red) in the SN 
of mice treated by different samples. I: Normal; II: Model; III: GYY4137; IV: Non-nanomotor PTM@G; V: Nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, 
and ***p < 0.001. 
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nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM had a positive effect on nerve regen-
eration (Fig. 7h, S20 and S21). The process of neuronal repair might be 
attributed to the positive effect of upregulating anti-inflammatory fac-
tors and reducing α-syn aggregates. The main organs (heart, liver, 
spleen, lung, kidney) of mice in different sample treatment groups were 
observed under the light microscope with hematoxylin/eosin (H&E) 
staining to evaluate the biological safety of nanomotor-based H2S donor 
PCM. As shown in Fig. S23, the morphology of the main organs in each 
treatment group was like that in the normal group, without obvious 
damage, indicating that PCM had good biocompatibility. In addition, the 
H&E staining results in the brain showed that the number of neurons in 
the midbrain of model group mice was significantly reduced, and the 
number of cells returned to the same level as the normal group after 
treatment with nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM. This indicates that 
nanomotor-based H2S donor PCM can effectively rescue MPTP-induced 
neuronal cell damage (Figs. S24 and S25). Blood routine analysis also 
showed that most blood parameters of PD mice treated with PCM were 
similar to those of normal mice, indicating that the blood toxicity of 
PCM was relatively low (Table S2). 

3. Conclusion 

Imitating the biochemical reaction in vivo, we proposed a 
nanomotor-based H2S donor, which had the ability to penetrate the BBB. 
The movement effect of the nanomotor could make it more easily 
entered the neuron cells selectively and reached the mitochondria 
through the chemotactic effect. H2S gas signal molecules generated by 
the nanomotor could mediate the elimination of ROS, neuro-
inflammation and α-syn aggregates, thus reducing the damage of neu-
rons and promoting the growth of nerves. Finally, animal experiments 
showed that this nanomotor-based H2S donor had a good therapeutic 
effect on MPTP-induced PD mice. 
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